Preliminary Programme

General Overview
- The University of Porto: general presentation of the Institution
- Why Internationalization? Trends and Strategy

Tools for successful cooperation
- Cooperation Agreements
- Joint Degrees, Double/Multiple Degrees
- University Networks: Building Sustainable Partnerships for International Collaboration
- Modernization and innovation through ICT

Quality in International mobility projects in the Internationalization of the U.Porto
- Erasmus +: Challenges and opportunities
- Erasmus without paper
- Supporting Entrepreneurial projects
- Technology transfers between Academia and Business
- Workshop about the technical language of a project

In motion
- Mobility
- University Strategy for access and inclusion of international students
- Credits recognition. Workshop: challenges to the recognition process: Egracon solution

Local Partnerships
- The importance of collaboration at a regional context
- Work and Employment Strategies of High Education Institutions

Network activities
- Visit to the University Facilities
- Specific meetings
- Lunches
- Immersion in the Portuguese and local cultures

Info: Depending the minimum number of participants of each specific professional area, it will be possible to promote parallel sessions about the following thematics.

Main thematic areas:
- Academic Affairs
- Communication
- Human Resources
- ICT
- Legal Department
- Library